MZANTSİ WAKHO ROADMAP FOR AIDS 2018

SAT 21 JULY - AFFILIATED EVENTS
10TH PAEDIATRIC HIV WORKSHOP
90-90-90 TARGETS WORKSHOP

MON 23 JULY
14:45–16:45. L Cluver. Filling the gaps: What evidence is there that a holistic approach to children, families and communities can maximise testing, treatment and care. Session: MOSA46. Two years and counting: How to reach the most vulnerable children and families. Emerald Room

TUE 24 JULY

WED 25 JULY
14:30–16:00. E Toska, L Sherr, L Cluver, S Zhou. The third generation of HIV: World’s first longitudinal study of pregnancy in adolescents living with HIV. Session: WEAD02. Time for a youthquake in HIV prevention and treatment. Hall 1A
16:30–18:00. L Cluver – Chair. Session: WESY10. Prioritized yet dy ing: Addressing needs of children and adolescents living with HIV. Elicium 1

SUN 22 JULY - AFFILIATED EVENTS
4TH HIV EXPOSED UNINFECTED CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT WORKSHOP
12:40–13:05. L Cluver. Beyond the bling. INVITED TALK. E102, RAI Amsterdam

HIV NEXT GEN
14:00–16:00. E Toska. Impact of HIV – South Africa. Panel session: Global Impact of HIV. CASA Hotel
HIV CIPHER STAKEHOLDER MEETING

AIDS 2018
14:30–16:00. E Toska, L Sherr, L Cluver, S Zhou. The third generation of HIV: World’s first longitudinal study of pregnancy in adolescents living with HIV. Session: WEAD02. Time for a youthquake in HIV prevention and treatment. Hall 1A
16:30–18:00. L Cluver – Chair. Session: WESY10. Prioritized yet dying: Addressing needs of children and adolescents living with HIV. Elicium 1

MON 23 JULY – AFFILIATED EVENTS
4TH INTERNATIONAL ASSHH CONFERENCE
15:00–16:15, L Gittings, Devil’s medicine or complementary care? Biomedical beliefs and practices amongst traditional health practitioners in South Africa. Session: Biopower, biomeicine and HIV. Room A.2.12 University of Amsterdam

THU 26 JULY
12:30–14:30. E Toska, L Cluver, M Orkin, A Balins, L Sherr, M Berzak and L Gulaid. Tracking through Teaching: Using schools to reach the first 90 for adolescents living with HIV. Hall 1

FRI 27 JULY
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